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Particulate materials represent an exciting frontier for the development of new classes of 
architectured materials with applications from soft robotics to architecture (1, 2). In contrast to 
lattice-based metamaterials, where the configuration of material and void space is carefully 
determined and fixed a priori as part of an overall design approach, in particulate materials 
the placement of individual particles is random and their specific orientation and local 
connectivity are controlled by the environment provided through mechanical contact with 
neighboring particles. As a result, a particulate material is amorphous and structurally 
resembles a fluid. When the local connectivity is low, particles can reconfigure under an 
applied load and the material can flow. However, once the local connectivity exceeds a 
threshold, the particulate material will attain rigidity and transform into an amorphous solid. 
This corresponds to a transition from an unjammed into a jammed state and is controlled by 
the average particle packing fraction, i.e., the fraction of space occupied by the particles (1). 
For spherical particles, the jamming packing fraction is typically in the range of 0.55 – 0.64, 
depending on the specific particle shape and its surface properties, implying that up to 45% 
of the total volume can be void space. With non-spherical particles the void space be tuned 
over a significantly larger range and, furthermore, the way forces are transmitted at the 
contacts can be tailored. This hints at opportunities for designing special responses under 
applied load, such as small Poisson ratios. The obvious question then becomes to what extent 
the properties of a jammed particulate material can be optimized by tuning the particle type. 
The challenge has been the absence of robust design approaches that can start from a desired 
target property of the particulate material and proceed to identify at least one particle type that 
will produce this property under given preparation conditions.   
To tackle this challenge, we recently introduced a methodology based on evolutionary 
computation (3,4). Arbitrary particle shapes are approximated by sets of N spheres of variable 
radii, which also can be allowed to overlap by an adjustable amount. DEM simulations then 
generate a virtual environment in which several thousand copies of the compound particles 
are poured or otherwise prepared under conditions closely resembling real-world experiments 
and the response of the resulting particulate material to applied loads is measured. This is 
done with several DEM simulations in parallel, each using compound particles of different 
shape. An algorithm based on the covariance matrix adaptation evolutionary strategy (CMA-
ES) identifies the shape producing results closest to the given design target and generates 
Fig. 1. Evolutionary algorithms efficiently identify particle shapes for targeted design properties, here 
























mutations of this shape (“offsprings”) that have the highest likelihood of producing even better 
results during the next generation of simulations. The process is repeated over parent-
offspring cycles until the shape has evolved to where the DEM output is within error of the 
design target. The results are validated with experiments using 3D-printed copies of the final 
shape. Major advantages of using evolutionary computation are that it can deal with a very 
large parameter space (which grows exponentially with the number of degrees of freedom, 
4N, per compound particle once variable radii and overlaps are included), and that it is not 
gradient-based and thus can cope efficiently with very rugged as well as very flat sections of 
parameter space (3,4).  
In Fig. 1 we show results from a project where we tasked the algorithm with finding a particle 
shape that packs particularly densely when poured into a container under gravity (4). Figure 
1a shows the evolution of the shape over 200+ generations, asymptoting at an essentially 
equilateral triangle. Remarkably, randomly poured packings of this type of particle (Fig.1b) 
after some tapping reach packing fractions of 73%, far above the densest random sphere 
packing (64%) and almost reaching f = 74% for a crystalline sphere arrangement. In its 
simplest form, this compound particle consists of only three spheres, although we let N extend 
up to 25. Figure 1c indicates how changes in the internal sphere overlap affect the packing 
density, with the optimum correctly identified by the evolutionary optimizer.  
Suitably shaped particles can create outcomes that are impossible with ordinary particulate 
material. A perfect example is a freestanding, load-bearing column comprised of non-cohesive 
particles. For a vertical column to be stable, this is equivalent to a near-zero Poisson ratio and 
strain-stiffening behaviour under larger load. To achieve this, particles need to be able to 
interlock so as to create self-confinement under load. This is not possible with particle shapes 
that are convex.  However, we found that 
members of a family of Z-shaped particles are 
exceptionally well suited for this task.  These 
particles combine flowability in the unjammed 
state with large rigidity of the jammed column 
under load (5). In collaboration with architects 
and artists, we have used these particles to 
create prototypes for a new type of aleatory 
architecture (2,5,6): the designer specifies the 
overall shape of the structure, for example by 
creating a mold into which particles are poured, 
but individual particles have their own agency 
and find their own local configurations.  As such, 
the particles can also respond to load changes 
and the overall structure can reconfigure and 
adapt. Figure 2 demonstrates this with an arch, 
which was created by removing a scaffold 
underneath, so that the material in the arch had 
to adapt to the new load condition and 
autonomously “computed” its new configuration 
within the envelope of stable outcomes.  
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